THE UGLY DUCKLING

BY GERALDINE ANN SNYDER
SEP–NOV 2018: Grades PreK–5 | $1600, no student limit

This musical adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen’s classic
begins with a comical egg-hatching ballet and ends with an
empowering message of acceptance. In between, our protagonist
is rejected from his duck family for being “different” and sets out
to learn who he is and where he belongs. Featuring a fresh score
that incorporates rap, this version stays true to the lesson that
everyone’s entitled to acceptance and love – though sometimes
those spring from unlikely places.

NATION IN CRISIS

BY KEITH MCGILL
JAN–MAR 2019: Grades 4–8 | $500, 250 students max.

This interactive, one-hour production blends discussion &
performance – transporting students to key events & moments
in the Civil Rights Era. From Little Rock to Montgomery
and Martin Luther King, Jr. to a Tuskegee Airman, students
encounter history as it happened in those challenging times. The
Teaching Artist guides students as they respond to the voices and
scenes they witness.

STORYTIME THEATRE
NATIVE AMERICAN MYTHS

MAR–MAY 2019: Grades PreK–5 | $500, 250 students max.

Rabbit, Bear, and Coyote are a rambunctious yet charming group
of animals present in the mythic traditions of many Native
American nations. Their rambles, tricks, and dares lead to the
creation of the constellations, the length of Rabbit’s tail, and
other universal curiosities as this play shares the cultural stories
of how the natural world came to be. The performance + Q&A
session grows comprehension of literary genre. Show features
a set & props hand-made from familiar objects, demonstrating
that resourcefulness is a gateway to creative expression.
Touring Shows are performed by professional actors at your
preferred location. Student Matinées are performed at our facility
and can be paired with pre- and post-show workshops. Aside
from Celebrate Black History, Student Matinées are performed by
talented young actors from the Walden Theatre Conservatory.

STUDENT MATINÉES
BLUE STOCKINGS

BY JESSICA SWALE
SEP 27, 2018: Grades 6-12 | $7/student

In this moving, comical story of Victorian women fighting
for the future of education, Tess and her fellow first-years are
determined to win the right to graduate from Girton College,
Cambridge. But distractions of love, the class divide, and the
strength of the opposition stand in the way of change.

THE LARAMIE PROJECT

BY MOISÉS KAUFMAN & members of Tectonic Theater Project
OCT 18, 2018: Grades 6–12 | $7/student
CTC commemorates the 20th anniversary of Matthew Shepard’s
death by honoring the ongoing campaign for LGBTQ rights.

“Hate is not a Laramie value,” but after a gay man is brutally
beaten, a small town copes with an act of violence while the
nation watches. Based on interviews, the play shows how people
can directly or indirectly motivate hatred and intolerance, and
how a community grows toward acceptance and hope.

THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE
BY BERTOLT BRECHT
DEC 6, 2018: Grades 6-12 | $7/student

Political turmoil and civil war turn a community upside down
and a young girl faces the hardship of caring for an abandoned
child. When the parent returns to reclaim the boy, societal
concepts of love and family fall into question. Bertolt Brecht
was a chief innovator of Epic Theatre, a movement intended to
provoke questions and action among audiences.

ALMOST, MAINE

BY JOHN CARIANI
JAN 24, 2019: Grades 6–12 | $7/student

Falling in love is tough. Falling out of love is tough. In the
mythical town of Almost, Maine, residents find themselves
falling in or out of love in unusual, hilarious, and magical ways.
This play of vignettes captures the moments when life takes us
by surprise, and looks at love from different angles.

1123 PAYNE STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY 40204

TOURING SHOWS

CELEBRATE BLACK HISTORY
FEB 2019: Grades 4–8 | $7/student

In honor of Black History Month, we host a performance of
NATION IN CRISIS (see description under "Touring Shows")
and afterwards, audiences participate in a workshop that deepens
understanding while linking history to current events.

VISIT US
COMMONWEALTHTHEATRE.ORG

Developing youth and our community
through excellence in comprehensive
theatre education and performance.

WORKSHOPS + RESIDENCIES
BLUE APPLE OUTREACH
Creating joyful, community-driven learning through
accessible, quality arts experiences, and encouraging
imaginative pathways to social & academic growth.
Find out more about our programs—from proven
favorites to new initiatives—that meet the evolving
needs of students, educators, and community partners.

Heather Burns

OUTREACH DIRECTOR

502.589.0084 / outreach@commonwealththeatre.org
Financial assistance may be available. Contact us about grant opportunities.

Commonwealth Theatre Center was formed by the
merger of Blue Apple Players and Walden Theatre
in 2015 and builds on a shared heritage of excellence
and innovation in comprehensive theatre education.
Commonwealth Theatre Center is home to the

Walden Theatre Conservatory

a nationally-renowned acting program offering
intensive classes and a full season of performances to
young people, ages 5-18. No audition required to enroll.

COVER: Red Riding Hood touring show; INSIDE: Early Childhood Skills-building
residency, Celebrate Black History post-show workshop, and two Discover Drama
residencies; REVERSE: Red Riding Hood touring show, StoryTime Theatre: Fables
touring show, The Trojan Women student matinée (photo by Crystal Ludwick).

DISCOVER DRAMA

STORYTIME

Students participate in character- & story-driven theatre
exercises in fun, energetic sessions that introduce foundational
acting techniques. The program may be expanded into a multisession residency to suit specific grade levels and curricula,
including an optional culminating performance. Call for info.

A lively storytelling program that uses interactive listening and
the tradition of oral storytelling to build comprehension and
language development – skills vital to early literacy. Children
practice focused attention from a seated position and participate
imaginatively, contributing sound and movement under the
guidance of the storyteller.

WORKSHOP: Grade PreK | $125/session, 18 students max.

WORKSHOP: Grades K–3 | $250/hr. per classroom*

WORKSHOP: Grades 3–12 | $250/hr. per classroom* (1-2 hrs.)
RESIDENCY: Grades 3–12 | $200/hr. per classroom* (3+ hrs.)

READINESS ADVENTURE

Jungle Expedition: A new species of butterfly has been spotted
in a hidden location! We need a team of young scientists to
follow directions to the secret environment and use their powers
of observation to document the new species. Teaching Artists,
students, and classroom teachers enter the world of pretend to
become the characters and act out a story filled with challenges
that build school readiness skills.

EARLY CHILDHOOD
SKILLS-BUILDING RESIDENCY

RESIDENCY: Grade PreK | $2000/classroom*, 20 students max.

Children use creative expression to act out a story guided by
our Teaching Artists. Through pretend play, students experience
social, emotional and academic growth – activating school
readiness skills. Choose a 10-session program:
JACK & THE BEANSTALK: Kids help Jack save the
day as they climb together into an enchanted world of exciting
characters and strange happenings. This story is active, filled with
problems to solve, fears to overcome, and a surprising ending.
LITTLE RED HEN: Kids endeavor to make bread with
the Little Red Hen by caring for and processing grain, asking
for help from reluctant neighbors and winding up in a gentle
confrontation on feelings, choices, and behaviors.
THE PIGS AND THE WOLF: As city-dwelling pigs with
a working parent, kids jump into designing and building the new
family home. This reimagined story asks children to weigh their
wants and needswhile managing resources and practicing reallife safety measures.

WORKSHOP: Grades PreK–1 | $125/session per classroom*

MOVEMENT FOR STORIES

ENGLISH: In this immersive workshop, a Teaching Artist
shares an original tale – transforming any classroom into
an active learning environment where students become the
characters, from rambunctious elves to underwater creatures.
SPANISH: Teaching Artists guide students in playing
characters in Spanish language stories that build vocabulary
and grammar including greetings, colors, parts of the body,
members of the family, and more. Tales are from European, Latin
American, and Huichol traditions.

CONNECTING CULTURES

RESIDENCY: Grades 6–12 | $200/hr. per classroom* (10+ hrs.)

Objectives of the program are to identify & analyze stereotypes,
strengthen emotional literacy, and build community between
groups of different backgrounds and traditions. Participants build
trust & teamwork through theatre activities, learn elements of
drama, and focus on written & verbal storytelling.

EXPLORING BULLYING
BEHAVIORS THROUGH DRAMA

WORKSHOP: Grades 3–12 | $500/per classroom* (2 hrs.)
RESIDENCY: Grades 3–12 | $200/hr. per classroom* (3+ hrs.)

Students examine both obvious and subtle bullying behaviors
by employing a range of drama games, group discussion, and
creative role play. By using acting skills to inhabit situations,
students learn proactive responses to defuse bullying while also
uncovering their own connections to this topic.

EXPLORING HISTORY
THROUGH DRAMA

WORKSHOP: Grades 4–8 | $250/hr. per classroom*

Support almost any history unit with an interactive theatre
workshop where students use their imaginations to analyze the
characters and events they’re studying.
RESIDENCY: Grades 4–8 | $1600/classroom* (8 hrs.)

Bring the people and events to life! Students create episodic
plays based on history and perform them in chronological order,
illustrating cause and effect and boosting content retention.

EXPLORING ASTRONOMY
THROUGH DRAMA
RESIDENCY: Grade 6 | $1200/classroom* (6 hrs.)

Students participate in interactive theatre games that reinforce
their science curriculum. Program culminates in performances
of student-created scenes or monologues that identify
misconceptions about Earth and the universe and are intended to
educate peers about important astronomy concepts and how they
give rise to seasons, day and night, the phases of the moon, and
other familiar phenomena. Contact us about additional science
programs or opportunities to develop new content areas.

EXPLORING MATH
THROUGH DRAMA

RESIDENCY: Grades 3–12 | $1600/classroom* (8 hrs.)

Students explore the real-world applications of mathematics,
beginner or advanced, by writing and performing original scenes
that educate peers about how the math they’re learning in school
could one day save their lives. Younger students experience a land
before time, where their math skills are the only thing standing
between them and a hungry pack of raptors or a stampeding herd
of diplodocuses. Older students imagine how math could one day
save their lives in the event of a zombie apocalypse.

*

CLASSROOM indicates up to 30 students.
WORKSHOPS (single-session), and RESIDENCIES (in-depth,
multi-session) take place at your location. No bus required!

